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Abstract 

The coupled cluster singles and doubles (CCSD) model has been implemented using a direct atomic integral driven technique. 
The atomic integrals are generated in distributions with one fixed and three free indices, and one distribution is stored in fast 
memory together with the cluster amplitudes and the cluster vector function. Little loss in efficiency has been obtained compared 
to a molecular orbital integral driven technique. Sample calculations are presented for HFCO containing 328 basis functions. 

1. Introduction 

The coupled cluster singles and doubles (CCSD) 
model is a promising approach for describing the 
electronic structure of molecular systems [ I]. If tri- 
ples are included in a perturbative fashion as in the 
CCSD (T) model, equilibrium structures (total ener- 
gies and frequencies) can be described with an unri- 
valed accuracy even for systems that are not com- 
pletely dominated by a single configuration. The 
CCSD(T) model is a two-step procedure; first a 
CCSD calculation is carried out to determine the 
CCSD amplitudes, next the triples amplitudes are 
obtained by adding some of the lowest-order energy 
terms that are not included in the CCSD model. 

Frequency dependent molecular properties and 
properties related to excitation processes can be ob- 
tained from response function calculations. CCSD 
response functions have been derived [ 2-4 ] and used 
to determine second-order frequency-dependent mo- 
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lecular properties [ 5 1, excitation energies [6 ] and 
transition matrix elements [ 7 1. Response functions 
cannot easily be obtained in two-step approaches such 
as the CCSD(T) model. We have therefore concen- 
trated our development on the CCSD model and de- 
scribe in this paper how the CCSD model can be im- 
plemented using a direct atomic orbital (A0 ) integral 
driven technique. 

The CCSD model was first formulated and imple- 
mented by Purvis and Bartlett [ 8 1. A vectorized im- 
plementation was presented by Lee and Rice [ 91. 
This implementation did not contain the minimal 
number of N 6 processes (N is the number of basis 
functions) as did the more recent implementation by 
Scuseria et al. [ 10 1. Stanton et al. [ 111 have imple- 
mented the minimal number of N 6 processes and an 
efficient vectorization. The last published implemen- 
tation of the CCSD equations by Hampel et al. [ 12 ] 
describes how the terms involving three and four vir- 
tual indices may be calculated from the A0 integrals 
[ 13 1. The above implementations are all molecular 
orbital (MO) integral driven and therefore require a 
partial or complete two-electron integral transfor- 
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mation. This limits the size of the calculations that 
can be carried out. We describe in this Letter a CCSD 
implementation that is A0 integral driven. The A0 
integrals are not stored on disk but calculated as 
needed, one distribution at a time. Each distribution 
contains all the A0 integrals with one fixed and three 
free indices. The limitation of the present implemen- 
tation is that the computer memory must be large 
enough to store one A0 integral distribution as well 
as the coupled cluster amplitudes and vector func- 
tion. Within these limitations the CCSD equations 
have been implemented with little loss in efficiency 
compared to a MO integral driven approach. The in- 
tegral evaluation time is comparable to the time re- 
quired for the solution of the CCSD equations, with 
the CCSD part dominating for larger systems. The 
present implementation therefore constitutes a tract- 
able direct approach for iterating the CCSD equa- 
tions where the bottleneck of storing the two-electron 
integrals is removed. 

To simplify the derivation of the CCSD equations 
we have derived in Section 2 a CCSD modified 
Hamiltonian that in Section 3 is used to express the 
CCSD equations as an effective coupled cluster dou- 
bles (CCD) equation with modified integrals. The 
implementation of the A0 integral driven algorithm 
is discussed in Section 3 and in Section 4 sample cal- 
culations are presented for HFCO using 328 basis 
functions. 

2. The coupled cluster effective Hamiltonian 

In the coupled cluster singles and doubles (CCSD) 
model for a closed shell system the wavefunction is 
expressed as 

ICC) =exp(T) IHF) . (1) 

Here the cluster operator is 

T=T, +T,, (2) 

where 

Tl = C tfE,i (3) 
ni 

and 

Tz= 1 htzbEaiEbj 
aibj 

(4) 

are the one- and two-electron cluster operators and 
{Eai} are generators of the unitary group. Indices ijkl 
and abed refer to occupied and unoccupied orbitals 
in the Hartree-Fock reference state IHF). The CC 
amplitudes {t?} and {tzb} are determined from the 
CCSD wavefunction equation 

52,=(p]exp(-T)Hexp(T)]HF)=O, (5) 

where { ( ~1 } are singly and doubly excited determi- 
nants with respect to the Hartree-Fock state 

{<PI I]={<HFIEia) > (6) 

{(~zI}={(HFI(2Ei=Ejb+Ej=Eib)/3Iai~bbj}, (7) 

and where we have used the biorthogonal basis dis- 
cussed by Koch et al. [ 141. The electronic 
Hamiltonian is given by 

H= C &J% + f C (ml ‘Sk,,,, , (8) 
w Pws 

where 

and where pqrs are general orbital indices. The cou- 
pled cluster wavefunction equation can be rewritten 
as 

s,=(~lexp(-T,-T,)Hexp(T,+T,)IHF) 

=(~lexp(-T~)~exp(T~)IHF)=O, (10) 

where we have introduced the effective Hamiltonian 

fi=exp( -T,) Hexp(T,) . (11) 

Since Tl is a one-particle operator, the transforma- 
tion in Eq. ( 11) conserves the particle rank of the 
electronic Hamiltonian. To determine the modified 
two-electron Hamiltonian in Eq. ( 11) we consider the 
transformed creation and annihilation operators 

cik=exp(-T,)a~,exp(T,)=a~,- 1 tfab,,S,i 
ai 

= C [I-tll,&= 1 qdo, (12) r r 

&,=exp(-T,)a,exp(T,)=a,,+ 1 tfa,S,, 
ai 

= C [I+tfl,a,= C ha,. (13) 
I I 

We have introduced here the matrix notation 
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(14) 

where the orbitals are ordered with the orbitals that 
are occupied in the Hartree-Fock state preceding the 
unoccupied orbitals and where 

x=1-t, ) (15) 

y=l+tT. (16) 

Using Eqs. ( 12) and ( 13) we may write the modi- 
fied Hamiltonian in Eq. ( 11) as 

fi= C &EM+ f C (pqTrs)e,, , (17) 
w PVS 

where the modified integrals are defined as 

& = C x,&Y,, 3 (18) 
IS 

(P&S) = &-%XNYquYSW(tM VW) * (19) 

The molecular orbitals {&,} are expanded in the 
atomic orbitals {xa}, 

@P = c C,,xcy * (20) 
01 

Including the coefficient matrices x and y in the or- 
bital expansion coefftcients we obtain the modified 
integrals 

r;,, = C J&p I’,,&, 2 (21) 
d 

hwT~~)= &x,,x,yyqy~s(~Y186) 9 (22) 

where 

X=CxT=C[I-tf] , (23) 

Y=Cy==C[l+t*] . (24) 

From the previous development it is clear that 

&?Zfiqp, (25) 

(P&G + (4PPS) * (26) 

although the particle permutation symmetry of the 
modified two-electron integrals 

(&rs) = (r%?) (27) 

is conserved. From Eqs. ( 12 ) and ( 13) it is seen that 

ri?o=a~m dfra#afro, 

Big # ain, $, = aao . 

We therefore have that 

&ia = hia 

and 

(iaTjb)= (ialjb) . 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

We are now in a position to discuss the solution of 
the CCSD amplitude equations in the effective CCD 
formofEq. (10). 

3. CCSD equations 

The CCSD amplitude equation can be expressed in 
terms of the modified integrals in Eqs. (2 1) and (22) 
by inserting Eq. ( 17) into Eq. (5). After some tedi- 
ous but straightforward algebra we obtain the double 
excitation vector function 

+2(1+pai,bj){1(2~bj+s2~bj+s2~i~j}+s2~ibj, (32) 

where we have introduced the permutation operator 
Pai,bj that permutes indices ai and bj. Expressions of 
the individual terms are given in Eqs. (33)-( 38), 

(33) 

Qti,=2 1 tf(ac~bd) , 
cd 

(36) 
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(37) 

Qzibj=2(UiTbj) , (38) 

where we have introduced the inactive Fock matrix 
with the transformed integrals 

&=&+ c i,, (39) 
k 

and 

$,=2(P&) - (P&q) * (40) 

The single excitation vector function is expressed as 

S2,i=Q~+Q~+Q~i+Q~j, (41) 

where 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

a’,i = 2Pai 3 (45) 

In Table 1 we compare the dominant operation 
counts for implementing the various terms in the 
CCSD vector function using MO and A0 driven al- 

Table 1 
The dominant operation counts for the individual terms in the 
CCSD vector function in an implementation based on MO inte- 
grals and A0 integrals 

Term Dominant operation count 

molecular basis atomic basis 

A-term 
B-term 
C-term 
D-term 
E-term 
F-term 
G-term 
H-term 
I-term 
J-term 

4 PO4 
d v402 
2V30’ 
2 V’O’ 
2v30= 
f v=o= 
v302 
V20’ 
v=o= 
vo 

f N204 
~N2V202 
2NV’O’ 
2NV203 
NV202 
N3V0 
NV202 
NV202 
v202 
vo 

gorithms. Ndenotes the total number of orbitals, and 
0 and Vthe total number of occupied and virtual or- 
bitals respectively in the Hartree-Fock state. The 
dominant operation counts in the MO driven algo- 
rithm are similar to those given by Scuseria et al. [ 10 1. 
To illustrate how we arrive at the operation counts in 
the A0 integral driven algorithm consider in more 
detail term B and term C. For the B term we obtain 

=(l+pai,bj) %{T (5 $f’y~d) Ypz} 

x(uy~bS)(1+6&‘. 

The term in the inner parentheses 

N$j = 1 tf YM 
d 

(46) 

(47) 

has the operation count NV202. The term in the sec- 
ond parentheses 

M$= CN~jjYJl+~fi)-’ (48) 
c 

has the operation count N2 VO’. Inserting these ma- 
trices into Eq. (46) we obtain the expression 

%ibj= (1 +pai,bj) 7~aMf(aYI~~) 3 (49) 
G 

where the summation y < 6 has the count f N 2 V202. 
This is the dominant operation count for the B term 
and the one given in Table 1. 

Consider now the first contribution from the C term 
(the second contribution may be obtained by 
straightforward variable substitution) 

(50) 

The dominant operation count is 2NV203 with 
NV203 arising from the summation over dl and a 
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similar contribution arising from the summation over 
k. 

Comparison of the dominant operation counts in 
the MO and A0 driven algorithms shows similar per- 
formance. The dominant operation count in the 
atomic integral driven algorithm is in general a factor 
N/ V or N ‘/ I’* larger than the one in the MO driven 
algorithm. However, such factors are not important 
in view of the fact that the integrals are not stored on 
disk and that the algorithm can be vectorized and 
parallelized efftciently. The integrals are reevaluated 
four times in each iteration compared to direct SCF. 

4. Results and discussion 

To demonstrate the potential of the A0 integral 
driven CCSD algorithm we report test calculations 
on HFCO. The calculations are carried out at the ex- 
perimental geometry given in Ref. [ 15 1. We have 
used Dunning’s [ 16 ] correlation consistent basis sets 
cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, cc-pVQZ and cc-pV5Z which 
gives a total of 47, 104, 195 and 328 spherical 
Gaussian type orbitals. The integral program HER- 
MIT [ 17 ] has been used to calculate the integral dis- 
tributions. In Table 2 the Hartree-Fock, second-or- 
der Moller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) and 
CCSD total energies are given. As expected, basis set 
limits are reached much faster in Hartree-Fock than 
in the correlated calculations. The MP2 and CCSD 
correlation energies are similar. The CCSD iteration 
process shows that third- and higher-order energy 
contributions are important and that the CCSD 
wavefunction has significant contributions beyond 
second order. 

In Tables 3 and 4 timings are reported for calculat- 

Table 2 
The Hartme-Fock, MP2 and CCSD total energies in ,I& for HFCO 
using various correlation consistent basis sets 

Total energy 

Hartree-Fock MP2 CCSD 

cc-pVDZ -212.76240 -213.26682 -213.27546 
cc-pVTz -212.83199 -213.51124 -213.51322 
cc-pVQZ -212.84902 -213.62813 -213.62707 

cc-pvsz -212.85336 -213.67305 -213.66801 

Table 3 

Timings in s on a CRAY C92A for calculating the individual terms 
in a CCSD iteration using correlation consistent basis sets 

cc-pVDZ cc-pVTZ cc-pVQZ cc-pvsz 

A 0 1 2 7 

B 2 40 552 6919 

C 4 49 226 2190 

D 2 23 162 1052 

E 0 2 10 65 

F 1 11 100 862 

G 0 8 81 780 

H 0 2 7 51 

I 0 0 0 0 

J 0 0 0 0 

total 10 166 1538 16581 

Table 4 

Timings in s on a CONVEX 3800 for calculating the individual 

terms in a CCSD iteration using correlation consistent basis sets 

A 
B 
C 

D 

E 
F 

G 
H 

I 
J 

total 

copVDZ cc-pVTZ cc-pVQZ 

1 4 16 

14 346 5370 

26 392 3381 

16 246 2159 

2 27 128 

4 96 1068 

3 75 905 

1 22 106 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

79 1196 16493 

ing the individual terms in a CCSD iteration on a 
CRAY C92A and a CONVEX 3800. The total time 
for one iteration differs a little from the sum of the 
individual terms due to the calculation of intermedi- 
ates. The calculations show an average improvement 
in performance on CRAY C92A of about eight for 
the smallest cc-pVDZ calculation and of about eleven 
for the larger cc-pVQZ calculation. The improve- 
ment varies for the different terms. For example in 
the cc-pVQZ calculation, the construction of the B 
term is a factor of 10 faster on CRAY C92A than on 
CONVEX 3800 whereas the factor is 15 for term C. 
The factor 10 reflects to some degree the difference 
in peak performance in matrix matrix multiplica- 
tions on CRAY C92A and CONVEX 3800. Addi- 
tionally the factor 15 reflects a better overall vectori- 
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zation on CRAY C92A than on CONVEX 3800. In 
the smaller cc-pVDZ and cc-pVTZ calculations term 
C is the most time consuming whereas in the larger 
cc-pVQZ and cc-pV5Z calculations term B takes the 
longest time. This is expected since the B term has 
the largest operation count and it will therefore even- 
tually dominate in larger calculations. 

The above calculations demonstrate that it is pres- 
ently time consuming to carry out CCSD calculations 
with 300-400 basis functions. Nevertheless, it is fea- 
sible and with the present development in computer 
technology in particular through the efficient use of 
parallelization such calculations may become routine 
in the near future. We have not implemented point 
group symmetry which will also improve the 
performance. 
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